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The problem with which this research was done was that

of applying the IBM360 computer to the analysis of waveforms

from a Beckman model 120C liquid chromatograph. Software to

interpret these waveforms was written in the PLl language.

For a control run, input to the computer consisted of a dig-

ital tape containing the raw results of the chromatograph

run. Output consisted of several graphs and charts giving

the results of the analysis. In addition, punched output

was provided which gave the name of each amino acid, its

elution time and color constant. These punched cards were

then input to the computer as input to the experimental run,

along with the raw data on the digital tape. From the known

amounts of amino acids in the control run and the ratio of

control to experimental peak area, the amino acids of the

unknown were quantified. The resulting programs provided

a complete and easy to use solution to the problem of

chromatographic data analysis.
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CHAPTER I

THE BACKGROUND OF AMINO ACID ANALYSIS

The separation of protein hydrolysates into their

constituant amino acids and the subsequent quantification

of the amino acids is largely accomplished by a liquid or

a gas chromatograph coupled to some sort of integrating de-

vice. The waveforms produced from the chromatograph are

approximately Gaussian peaks, some overlapping in time,

set on a somewhat noisy background. The best microprocessor

controlled integrators commercially produced are limited in

the precision with which they can calculate the areas of

peaks of irregular shape. Further, such integrators require

rather rigid data formats, and multiple channels of input

data cannot be flexibly handled.

As a partial answer to these problems, work was begun

at North Texas State University in the summer of 1974 on the

development of a general purpose laboratory tape formatter,

capable of putting frames of data onto an IBM compatible

nine track tape. The formatter contained a real time clock;

each frame of data output from it thus contained two bytes

of time data. There were also output a synchronization

byte and a identification byte. The latter value was set

manually by the user at the instrument console. This iden-

tification byte allowed positive identification of the
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contents of a particular tape. Up to nine channels of

analog data (zero to ten volts input) could be recorded

with the analog to digital convertor linked to the tape

formatter. This analog to digital convertor produced data

of eight bits resolution.

The data acquisition device output blocks of 512 bytes

onto the tape. These blocks were formatted into frames of

variable length, the length depending on the number of

analog input channels. Eventually, the number of analog

channels was set to three; the result of this was that each

frame was seven bytes long. Each frame thus consisted of:

a synchronization byte, one identification byte, two bytes

of time data, and three bytes originating from the analog

channels. The synchronization byte ('01111111') and the

first three bits of the identification byte ('000') were

used to detect the beginning of a frame by the program logic.

The last five bits of the identification byte were set by

the user at the console, to identify each particular experi-

ment.

Initially, the end of a chromatograph run was signalled

to the tape formatter when the user pressed the "END" but-

ton on the console. This caused cessation of the writing of

frames onto the tape, and started the writing of several

blocks of continuous "l's". Thus, the tape formatter's

capability to write an IBM compatible end of file mark was
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not used. Later, when automatic chromatograph sequencing

equipment was acquired, the need arose for multiple ,files

to be written onto one tape. This was due to the automatic

analyzer's capability to run fifteen sequential chromato-

graph experiments unattended. A change was made, allowing

the automatic analyzer to activate the writing onto the tape

of the IBM compatible end of file mark.

At the beginning of a run, the user was required to press

the "START" button, and the "CLEAR" button. These were

located on the tape formatter control panel. START initiated

the data acquisition, and CLEAR set the digital clock to zero.

Data acquisition began with the storage of the frames in one

of two 512 byte random access memories. When one memory was

full, it was written as a block onto the tape. The other

memory then began to be utilized for data acquisition, so

that no data was lost during the writing onto the tape.

Each data byte recorded on the tape represented per-

cent transmittance as gauged by the photomultiplier tube of

the chromatograph. Thus the data points ranged between 0

and 255 in numerical value. The one's complement of the

actual data value was actually written onto the tape, re-

quiring the program logic to later complement each data

value.

Smoothing of the raw data values on the tape was done

by the program logic preliminary to the conversion of the

data to absorbance. Conversion to absorbance was done via
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the Beer-Lambert relationship:

y = 128(2 - log [1/raw data point])

where y is absorbance

The actual algorithm scaled the result from 0-255 in order

to retain the resulting y value within 8 bits. When an

absorbance value lay outside these bounds, it was adjusted

to the closer of them.

Following the transform and the data smoothing, program

logic detected and recorded various information about the

waveforms present in the data. The recorded information in-

cluded the beginning time of a peak, its height and area, and

the level of the baseline of each side. If an experimental

run was in progress, the data was subject to several compar-

isons with control data input to the program. In either

case, graphs and plots were output to explain to the user

what occurred during the run. If the run was a control run,

the end products of the computer analysis included informa-

tion about the control peak elution times, the peak areas,

and the color constants. Such data was visible to the user

in the charts' output, but was also punched onto cards. Thus

the user could rearrange the cards or correct those which

either seemed incorrect or of little relevance to the current

experimental analysis. During the experimental run, the

punched data was input back to the computer, allowing com-

parisons of the control and experimental data. Final anal-

ysis was the result of these comparisons.



CHAPTER II

THE CURVE SMOOTHING METHOD

Examination of the data arrays as recorded on the

digital tape showed chromatograph waveforms to consist of

a number of Gaussian shaped peaks superimposed on each

other, and also superimposed over a baseline, which under

certain conditions may be rather noisy. Each of these

Gaussian peaks represents a particular amino acid. The

baseline is the combination of several sources of noise,

and the variations in the absorbance of the ninhydrin-buffer

mixture used in the chromatograph (1).

Computer detection of the features of such noisy data

first requires some sort of data smoothing. The idea is to

smooth out as much of the noise as possible, while retaining

and enhancing the information content of the data. With

chromatographic data it is desired to accurately predict,

admidst peaks of various shapes and sizes; peak start, end,

and the maxima. Further, it is preferable to find this in-

formation from the data in a single pass through it. Thus

there is no need for the program to build large arrays, and

maintain all of the data in core while analyzing it. There

is undoubtedly a certain amount of error inherent in the

attempt to find the answers to these questions in a single

pass through the data. This is similar to having a computer

5
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on-line, and attempting to retain only relevant features of

the data coming in from the instrument instead of the data

itself. At any given instant, data from future instants is

not known. Thus at one moment the data could give the

appearance of a peak maxima to the program attempting to

analyze it. Program logic would detect this as a peak

maxima and record it. However, the real peak maxima might

occur slightly after the false maxima, following a slight

dip and a rise.

Smoothing, as done in the attempt to minimize the

noise present in the chromatographic data, must be done

after some study of the characteristics of the noise itself.

The sources of noise are:

1. Light source to the photometer.

2. Inconsistant uniformity in the field mixture

passing by the photometer tube.

3. Various sources of electrical noise.

4. Quantization noise from the analog to digital

converter.

In practice the amplitude and frequencies of the noise vary

from one day to the next, as the particular electrical and

chemical environment within the chromatograph changes.

Further, the chromatograph may be used at either high or

low sensitivity, the noise being much higher at high sen-

sitivity. The quantization noise digitizing this analog

data at eight bit resolution is about 0.2 percent. However,
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it was not possible to infer from the characteristics of

the noise the proper number of data points over which the

smoothing should be done. Accordingly, test computer runs

were made with curve smoothing over seven, nine, thirteen,

and seventeen points. It was determined that a seventeen

point smooth was required to give the best results from the

peak detection subroutines. There are three practical

alternatives for smoothing a large number of data points

such as produced by the chromatograph: the moving average

method, the least squares method, and the weighted moving

average method. The mathematical descriptions of the three

methods are as follows:

Method #1: Moving Average.--For the jth element of

array y, the smoothed value of y(j) is designated y(j)'.

i = j + m
Y(j)= E y(i)

i=j - M

2m + 1

Thus the average of a subset of the array, equal to m points

on either side of the jth point, is taken, and the result is

divided by the number of points used. This method tends to

distort some features of waveforms. The more points used

in the method, the closer the resulting waveform resembles

a straight line whose height is the mean of all the points

in the array. Of course, where 2m + 1 is small in compari-

son to the number of points, and close the noise frequency
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or one of its major harmonics, more smoothing than distor-

tion will occur. However, some distortion is the inevitable

result of this method. More importantly, when waveform

features of importance have sharp features, such features

are blurred considerably.

Method #2: The Least Squares Method.--With the least

squares method, the best fit to a curve is said to occur

with respect to a stated curve. Take, for example, the

curve A3X + + = Y. Select the A's such that

when each abscissa point is substituted into this equation,

the square of the differences between the computed numbers,

y, and the observed numbers is a minimum for the total of

the observations used in determining the coefficients. All

error is assumed to be in the ordinate and none in the

abscissa (2).

Generally it is considered that the least squares

method produces the best fit to a curve, when the general

family of curves of which the experimental data fits is

known. Unfortunately, the implementation of a computer

algorithm for the least squares method requires a great

deal of computer time. The problem is that a fitting equa-

tion is usually chosen with a number of parameters equal to

about half the number of data points in the fit. Thus for

each single smoothed data point, a matrix solution of a set

of equations is required. Such a solution is preferably

done with double precision floating point arithmetic. This
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is not practical for chromatographic analysis where there

are many thousand data points.

Method #3: Simplified Least Squares Procedure.--When

an application requires the accuracy of the least squares

method but only the central data point resulting from each

calculation is of interest, a weighted convolute may be

used which provides results mathematically equivalent to the

least squares. A careful study of the least squares proce-

dure using these constraints, leads to the derivation of a

set of integers which provide a weighting function. With

this set of integers the central point can be evaluated by

the convoluting procedure of Method #1. This method was

developed by Savitsky and Golay (2) and later improved by

Steinier et al.

The practical importance of this alternative to the

basic least squares procedure is that it allows calculation

of a smoothed data point using thirty bit integer arithmetic.

For a seventeen point smoothing procedure, nine multiplica-

tions and one division are required. Since these are in-

teger operations, the time required is relatively small.

Accordingly, the simplified least squares procedure is the

preferable method for data analysis. The fact that it is

mathematically equivalent to the least squares method means

that it is the best curve smoothing method readily available.

Described mathematically, Method #3 becomes,
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i=M
c(O)y(j) + E c(i)(y[j - i] + y[j + i])

y(j)' =
i=m

c(0) + Z 2C(i)

In the above equation, "c" is the array of weighting integers,

These are chosen to approximate a curve of the type which the

raw data is assumed to represent, in our case, a Gaussian

curve. The curve in our case is assumed to be symmetrical.

Thus for 2m + 1 raw data points, only m + 1 multiplications

are needed. The division is by the sum of the weighting

factors, and is just a normalization. Thus the resulting

smoothed data point is within the same numerical range as the

raw data points.

The determination was made experimentally that with the

approximate twenty-eight points per minute output from the

analog to digital recorder for each channel, a seventeen point

convolute was necessary to achieve adequate separation of the

peaks. The convoluting integers specified by Savitzky and

Golay were used in the implementation of the algorithm.

These integers are presented in Table 1 (2, 3) (page 11).

For these weighting factors, the normalizing factor is 323.

Before using these weighting factors, they were checked with

a series of sample input data points, in order to insure that

they gave correct values. For example, if all input data

points were equal to fifty, the smoothed output point is also

equal to fifty. Where the input data points vary, the output
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TABLE I

CONVOLUTING INTEGERS OF LEAST SQUARES ALGORITHM

Data Point Weighting Factor

00........... .... .. ... 9 43
1, -1................ .......... .. . ...... 42
2, -2........... .......... . . . . . 39
3, -3.o.o...o...... .............. .. 34
4, -4................................... 27
5, -5........... .......... ................ 18
6, -6 . . . ... o.. ...... o.. o... 7
7, -7........... o.o.o.&......8.. ........- 6
8, -8.o................. .............. -21

smoothed point would lie between the outer bounds of the

input points. Note that the points at the far extremes of

the weighting interval are assigned a negative weight for

any given central point.

In practice, the weighted average, or simplified least

squares smoothing method, has been found to give satisfactory

results when used over seventeen points as described above.

The computer time involved in curve smoothing appears to be

as minimal as possible.
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CHAPTER III

THEORY OF INTEGRATION

Chromatograph integration is defined as the resolution

of the set of data points output from the chromatograph

into the constituent peaks and baselines, the subsequent

subtraction of the baselines from the peaks and separation

of overlapping peaks, and the quantification of the area of

the peaks. The reproducability of chromatographic resolu-

tion and color development is estimated by Beckman Instru-

ments (1) at three to four percent based on instrument and

lab technician errors. The error inherent in peak determin-

ation may range from an additional three to four percent to

over fifty percent, depending on the nature of the peak and

the method of integration used. Fifty percent error may seem

high. However this is not uncommon as the result of manual

attempts to interpret chromatographic data. Although no

scientific studies were located which analyzed the error in

different types of commonly used area allocation techniques

with gas/liquid chromatography, a study by Hancock et al.

analyzed the error curves with area allocation techniques

as used in gas chromatography (2).

Hancock's results are not directly transferrable to the

method of chromatography for which the computer programs of

this thesis were developed. However, the area allocation

13
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methods used with the two types of chromatography are the

same. Further, although the absolute amount of the errors

will differ between the two methods, the relative relation-

ship between the area allocation methods will remain the

same. In his study, Hancock found that several methods of

area allocation, commonly used for hand analysis due to

their simplicity, were quite prone to error (2).

Two of the methods found at fault were dropping a per-

pendicular to the baseline at a valley and "skimming" a small

peak or shoulder. Both methods, easy to use, can be consis-

tently applied giving acceptable reproducibility, if one is

willing to accept lower precision. The fact is that the

varying concentrations and changes in analysis conditions

of chromatography cause changes in the waveforms which intro-

duce considerable errors into these methods. Hancock found

that dropping a perpendicular created an error curve "off

scale with 80% error at the lower end and 60% at the higher

end. . . . Skimming the shoulder created about 39% error

under certain conditions." Under other conditions, skimming

a shoulder was the worst of all the methods tested (2),

The conclusions drawn by Hancock with respect to gas

chromatography are that the best integration methods consist

of using the known relations between the area of a Gaussian

curve and its parameters to find peak area strictly from the

peak height, and two constants. Extensions of these equations

work quite nicely for overlapping pairs of peaks. Such a
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concept works well for gas chromatography but is not trans-

ferable to gas chromatography. Although the program written

for this thesis could be easily modified to include these

analytic methods for gas chromatography, there are no present

plans to do so.

As an example of visual interpretations of chromatographs,

the methods used by the biochemistry personnel will be noted.

Both the methods of dropping perpendiculars and skimming the

shoulders were used, as described in the manual by Beckman

accmpanying the chromatograph. The Beckman chromatograph

plotter had a pen which recorded a series of discontinuous

points, instead of a continuous line. By counting these dots,

one could gain a more accurate idea of the width of a peak

than by simply drawing a line across what appeared to be the

starting and ending points with a ruler.

In addition, the linear offset on the chromatograph plot-

ter was set such that the output data channel of interest had

its baseline near or at the zero mark of the semilog paper

(2 cycle) used by the plotter. This plotter operated by slowly

feeding the paper forward, while putting the red, brown, and

green dots on the paper, Color thus designated which channel

the recording was from. The pen was free to move along the Y

axis in accordance with the signal voltage. As the height of

the peak was readable directly from the semilog paper in ab-

sorbance units, there was no need to transform the data from

transmittance to absorbance, The transform was done by the paper.
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One problem existed. Setting the linear offset to zero

did not take into account the fact that.at baseline level,

noise was present which often represented 10-20 percent of

full scale absorbance. This much noise typically represented

a one inch offset from the zero point on the semilog paper.

Setting the linear offset to zero thus causes peaks to be

lower by one inch or so. But due to the semilog nature of

the paper, this error of transmittance. was intensified as the

paper converted transmittance to absorbance-especially near

the peak maximas. A one inch error of this sort at the upper

part of the paper introduced an error of around 23-35% into

the peak area.

Following identification of this error, hand calculations

of the absorbance were made by recording the logrhythmic

displacement at the baseline and subtracting this from all

measurements of absorbance. After finding peak areas for the

control runs, a "color constant" factor was found for each

peak. This was calculated by dividing into the raw number of

absorbance units for each peak, the number of micromoles of

the particular amino acid represented by that peak.

As the computer program was. developed, and it became

possible to testit with the chromatograph runs, the following

tests were made. First, a test tape was used on which bio-

chemistry personnel had recorded voltages increasing stepwise

by about 0.1 absorbance unit, from 0 to 1. This tape was used

to verify the semilog nature of the data, and the correct
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reading of the tape by the PLl program, Next, tapes with

sample chromatograph control runs of the "short column" type

were used. Short column runs averaged thirty-five minutes

in duration, and had about a half a dozen peaks present.

Finally, after analysis of these tapes appeared satisfactory,

the control run was used as an experimental run and was run

against itself, It was shown that the comparison of the

experimental peak area with the control peak area produced

numbers near unity. Next, various other experiments were

compared with controls and the results compared with hand

calculated results. This pattern of testing was used after

each program revision, through the tests of the program with

the usual three hour chromatographic separations. As wave-

form shapes were discovered which the existing logic could

not cope with readily, the logic was modified.

As one example of a program modification, it was found

that in order for peak maxima and minima to be correctly

identified in a single pass through the data, peak analysis

had to trail data point smoothing by several points, Thus,

while the nth point was being smoothed, subroutines dealing

with integration would be examining the (n - 5)th data point

of the smoothed array. The integrative logic at any given

time required a slight knowledge of the future, along with

the information about the past. After this modivication was

made, the program performed much better.
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Analysis of waveforms by computer first requires proper

dectection of the peak beginning. This occurs as an increase

in the slope of the baseline, However, a simple differential

cannot be used to pinpoint the beginning of a peak. The

amount and amplitude of noise varies both within a run and

between experiments. The method used to remedy this situation

compares a smoothed data point with the average of the previous

seven smoothed data points. When this difference is greater

than a predetermined amount for a set number of data points,

the point where the difference was first taken is considered

the beginning of the peak. These two factors, the difference

between the average and the next data point, and the number

of points over which to test for a peak start, are both

entered by the user on data cards as program parameters.

The actual integration of a single peak as in Case 1

of Figure 1 is straightforward. The position of the beginning

(B) of the peak, and the end of the peak (E) is recorded

during the pass through the data. The cumulative area is

recorded. The level of the baseline at the beginning and

end of the peak is recorded, along with the height of the

peak at its maxima. After this first pass through the data,

an analysis is made of the data obtained from the first pass

to determine which peaks are single peaks instead of composite,

or overlapping peaks.

Where a single peak exists, it is necessary only to sub-

tract the baseline area from the cumulative area in order to
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get the corrected peak area. The baseline area is calculated

by multiplying the average of the baseline heights at the be-

ginning and end of the peak, by the width of the peak, As in

Case 1, peak width is indicated by the beginning time (BT)

subtracted from the ending time (ET). Thus the adjusted area

is = cumulative area - ([ET - BT]*[EG + BH]*0.5). Note that

the actual variable names as used in the PLI program differ

from these symbols used to describe the theory.

At times during processing the first pass data, two or

more peaks will be found to be partially superimposed upon

one another, such that the smaller one forms a "shoulder" on

the larger one. The detection of this case and its correct

integration is essential to the biochemist. The double peak

case is described in Figure 1, Case 2. Program logic must

detect and integrate a pair of peaks which satisfy the cri-

teria for overlapping peaks, regardless of whether the smal-

ler peak lies to the left or the right of the larger peak.

These criteria for the overlapping case are set in the logic

of the computer program. Thus, overlapping peaks are consid-

ered to exist when the width of the mutual minima area (area

ETl - BT2, in Case 2) is less than one-half the average width

of the two peaks. Otherwise, no substantial fraction of the

area of one peak could be superimposed on the other.

Superimposition, when it does occur, will be mostly

on the side of the smaller peak, from the direction of the

larger peak. Note this effect in Figure 2. As a side
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effect of this superimposition of area, the horizontal

position of the peak maxima are shifted slightly, However,

this sideways shift of the maxima has been found to have a

negligible effect on total area, or on area allocation be-

tween the peaks, and hence may be ignored (3). A way to

allocate areas between the two peaks which has been found

satisfactory by Buchan et al,, is to take twice the area

of the larger peak, on the side farther from the small peak,

as representing the area of the larger peak, The remainder

of the area of the two peaks is allocated to the small peak.

In actual practice, the computer allocates some area to the

baseline section between the two peaks. This area is split,

one-half going to the area of each of the peaks.

The example of the double peak is in Case 2 of Figure

1. Note that the baseline underlying the two peaks is often

not level, and that several points of interest in the section

have an unknown baseline level. These intermediate baseline

levels, such as the level of the baseline at the second maxima

(M2), must be calculated from the known temporal relationships

between the peak shape, and the height of the baseline at the

beginning of the first peak (Bl) along with the level of the

baseline at the end of the second peak (E2). Baseline levels

El and B2 are unsatisfactory since they always have some

amount of peak overlaid on them in the case of an overlapping

peak. However, the incremental factor for the baseline height

can be found as a function of the units used for time along
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the baseline. Then, given the difference in time from the

start of the first peak to the point where it is desired to

find the baseline level, the height of the baseline at that

point can be found.

Knowing the height of the baseline at these intermediate

points in the overlapping peak section is important because

of two things: (1) The area of the larger peak is defined

as twice the area of its side farther from the smaller peak.

So the baseline at the larger peak's maxima msut be found-

(2) The actual minima area must be allocated between the

two peaks. The baseline at the beginning and at the end of

this area must be found in order to find the area of this

section.

In concluding this chapter, it must be noted that all

attempts to analyze the chromatograph waveforms, by hand or

by computer, are attempts to find the characteristics of the

"true" or "ideal" waveform supposed to actually lie behind

that rough, choppy waveform. The methods used in this com-

puter analysis are by no means the last say in waveform anal-

ysis, and only approximate the area of the "true" waveforms.

The approximation is more accurate in some cases than in

others. However, any notably inaccurate case discorered can

be corrected by changing the program logic, insofar as the

mathematical feasibility of the change exists.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY OF THE PROGRAM

The main program consists of eight to ten calls to

various subroutines. As may be seen in Figure 3, the first

event which occurs is to call subroutine IN DATA. This

reads the user input data cards, initializes some variables,

and prints out several messages. Also, IN DATA opens the

tape file. If the cards read by subroutine IN_DATA specify

that this is an experimental run, subroutine CARDIN is

called to read in the color constants, and elution times

and names of the amino acids,

However, if the user input cards specify that this is

a control run, SETTYPE is called to initialize the comparison

data structures of the elution timesK This comparison data

structure is called AATABLE, EL, ALIAS, and COLOR are

initialized as specified in SETTYPE, The exact initiali-

zations will vary according to the type of run.

Array RDATA is allocated storage only if the user

specified GRVAR greater than zero; thus if no output graph

is desired, storage is conserved, DATAIN reads the tape

and does preliminary data analysis. If Gl is greater than

zero, GRAPH1 is called to produce a table of the intermed-

iate results. Essentially this is a snapshot of the state

of analysis immediately after DATAIN. The heights of

25
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individual peak sections, and their raw areas are displayed.

Next VAL is called to partially finish the data analysis.

In particular VAL is concerned with identifying the beginning

and end of peaks from the primary shapes segmented out by

DATAIN logic,

Subroutine ANALYSIS produces for the control run, color

constants in the array "COLOR", For the experimental run,

the corrected peak areas are compared against previously

input color constants,

Next, if the user specified G2 greater than zero, the

final results table is printed. Finally, in the case of a

control run, the color cosntants, elution times, and peak

names are punched.

Subroutines DATAIN and TAPEREAD

The three major sections of DATAIN are the introduction,

TAPEREAD, and ENDF. The introduction prints several messages

and does some initializations. TAPE-READ is divided into two

major sections. One, depicted in Figure 4, takes care of

reading the tape, selecting one byte from the several data

channels, performing the logarithmic conversion and so forth.

The other section, doing the preliminary peak analysis, is

subdivided into sections BASLOG, UPLOG, DNLOG, and MAXLOG.

(These are explained in detail in this section.,) ENDF is

the coding through which a return to the calling program

occurs; it prints several messages out also,
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Input to DATAIN is the digital tape; output is the

INTERM section of the data structure holding the results of

data analysis. The array RDATA may also be output, Whether

it is output depends on the user parameters, since it is

allocated only when the user specified graphic output. Thus

computer time is used to maximal efficiency, Also in order

to save computer time, coding of DATAIN is structured in

line instead of in blocks of code. Early versions of this

subroutine consumed nearly eight minutes of computer time;

the current version takes only 5 to 10 per cent of that

amount,

The first part of DATAIN begins with initializations,

preparing the environment for the tape reading and prelim-

inary data analysis, which occur after control drops into

TAPE-READ. Tape reading and data analysis occur simultan-

eously within each iteration of TAPEREAD; however. there

is a lack of logical interconnection between these activities,

They are set to run in the same loop, although it should be

noted that the operating system actually reads the tape into

a 512 byte buffer. The TAPEREAD loop just accesses that

buffer and refills it as needed. Thus as the loop reading

the tape iterates, a new data point is always present for

processing. The activities of reading the data and doing the

preliminary analysis will be discussed separately. Figure

4 provides a summary flow chart of the process of reading the
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data from the digital tape Figure 5 provides similar infor-

mation about the preliminary data analysis.,

TAPEREAD is iterative, and does not end until encoun-

tering the end of theinput tape or certain error conditions.

First, the subroutine locates a valid frame of data on the

tape, then derives a time factor, DIVT., from the two bytes

of time data on the frame, DIVT is time in minutes, cor-

rected for overflow and tape read errors., DIVT thus pro-

gresses linearly from zero, at the beginning of the reading

of a tape file, until the last frame in the file is processed.

There is an automatic sample injection system with the

chromatograph which allows up to twelve runs to be programmed

to run automatically, However, the digital clock overflows

back to zero about every four hours, There is no relation-

ship between the time given by the digital clock and the

beginning of a run and this is why the DIVT factor is

calculated.

As briefly noted in Figure 4, several logical transfers

may occur after comparison of DIVT with user input parameters,

ctual frame detection is by examining successive bytes from

the tape until the bit sequence signifying beginning of frame

is detected, If frame start has not been detected after 200

tries, program execution is stopped and an explanatory error

message printed. As intermittant bursts of noise occur on

the tape, the program will pass over any frame containing

such noise in its synchronization or identification bytes,
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The calculation of DIVT from the two bytes of digital clock

data correct for possible noise within the time data, so

it is used even if noisy. The data bytes themselves may con-

tain noise, but this would be smoothed out by the curve

smoothing routine, so that does not matter. During program

development and use, occasionally the program would cease

execution due to not finding a good frame after 200 tries.

In such cases, the operator had usually mounted the wrong

tape.

As TAPEREAD iterates, one of the first things done is

to produce one ARTEMP value from the data bytes in the frame.

The ARTEMP value comes from the "n"th data byte which repre-

sents the "n"th analog channel recorded for the current

section of the chromatograph. "N" varies over the course

of the program execution according to user specification

in the parameter cards, The user specifies MNCHAN, NCHAN1,

and NCHAN2. MNCHAN is the data channel of interest for the

major part of the run. NCHAN is another channel which the

user desires to read between the bounds set by NCHAN1 and

NCHAN2. The need to monitor separate channels comes from

the fact that the ninhydrin product resulting from reading

proline absorbs at 440 nanometers rather than at 570 nano-

meters spectrum used to record the major part of the chrom-

atograph. Hence, it is desirable to use a separate photo-

meter channel for the section of the run in which the a

proline waveform is expected,
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However, program logic can monitor just one channel of

data at a time The process of shifting the retention of

one data channel in ARTEMP as opposed to some other channel

is complicated by the need to reset a number of the variables

concerned with the segmentation of peaks into their various

parts. Similarly, shifting back to the main channel from

the proline channel requires resetting several variables con-

cerned with the segmentation of the waveforms. The TAPEREAD

views each channel as an individual series of events, and

accomplishes such setting and resetting of variables through

subroutines SETCHAN and RESCHAN,

As shown on Figure 4, the logical transfers occurring

after comparison of DIVT with the user input parameters vary.

If DIVT is less than STARTPTP DATAIN is reentered and

another frame processed. If DIVT exceeds ENDPT, a branch

occurs to ENDF. This would cause a return to the main pro-

gram from subroutine DATAIN, If DIVT is between the bounds

set by TRIM1 and TRIM2, DATAIN is reentered and another

frame processed. TRIM1 and TRIM2 allow the user to instruct

the program to completely disregard a particular section of

a run. A branch to ENDF may occur if the intermediate area

structure, INTERM, is full to capacity. In this case the

branch would be made in order to prevent irrecoverable error

as occurs in PLl when the subscript of an array exceeds the

allowed range. However, few instances have been noted where

valid tape data caused the subscript range to be exceeded.,
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TAPE-READ begins the preliminary data analysis by incre-

menting a counter named, appropriately, COUNTER, This var-

iable always points to the position of the current smoothed

data point in the array RDATA, All peak analysis is based

upon COUNTER or numbers computed from it; the DIVT factor

also indicates the current pointer, but in minutes. DIVT,

though, is retained at the points of deliniation of the peak

sections only so that it may be printed in the final output

tables for the visual inspection of the user, By contrast,

COUNTER is actively used in the logic of peak segmentation.

Next, TAPEREAD prepares the array NP, which contains

the most recent seventeen data points at any given time

during execution. The seventeenth point is the current

ARTEMP value, while the others are the sixteen immediately

preceeding raw, unsmoothed data points" Thus, on the next

TAPEREAD iteration, the least recent will be "bumped off"

the end of the array, all points will be moved down one

place, and one new point will be entered. The elements of

array NP are next multiplied by the constants Xl to X9, pro-

viding the weighting for the least squares convolute. The

sum of the array NP is divided by the sum of the constants

in order to find the smoothed central value, and this result

is placed in variable Sl. These calculations of the least

squares convolute are done in a subroutine call to SMOLOG.

Upon exit from SMOLOG, the variable Sl, These calculations

of the least squares convolute are done in a subroutine call
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to SMOLOG. Upon exit from SMOLOG, the variable Sl has been

transformed logarithmically according to Beer's Law, pro-

ducing variable S which ranges numerically from zero (zero

per cent absorbance) to 255 (one hundred per cent absorbance).

Additionally, it is in SMOLOG that the actual filling of the

array RDATA may occur. COUNTER, incremented once for each

TAPE READ iteration, always points to the center of array

NP. This is due to the fact that each least squares convo-

lute produces just one smoothed data value given the seven-

teen input points. The smoothed value represents the weighted

average at the center of the group of seventeen data points.

In any given iteration of TAPE READ, logic concerned with

peak segmentation is centered not on the most recent smoothed

data point, but on a data point behind that one in time.

Thus, peak logic lags data array smoothing slightly. Since

array RDATA may not exist, variables LO-L7 hold the eight

most recent smoothed data values. These are updated on each

TAPEREAD iteration. At any given time during the prelimin-

ary analysis, the logic of peak segmentation is monitoring

the current event, and is also checking for the several

possible events which could occur next. The current event

type is continuously held in a variable named for "logical

updatei, LUP:

LUP VALUE SIGNALS VALID NEXT EVENT

0 baseline start of peak

1 peak start maxima

-1 peak ending baseline
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A check on whether LUP has changed, from the last iteration

of TAPEREAD to the current, will tell whether a new peak

segment has been detected. Whenever this occurs, certain

variables are set in the part of the data structure holding

the preliminary data analysis. Named INTERM, this data

structure resides within the larger data structure, ADATAST.

This data structure, shown in Figure 5, holds all computed

data about the peaks, and has another major section in

addition to INTERM, which is FINALRES. The latter section

contains the results of the final analysis. The definition

in PL1 of ADATAST is shown in Figure 5.

Variables pertaining to the peak sections in the INTERM

section of ADATAST are set when a transition from one peak

section to the next occurs. This happens as follows:

CURRENT SECTION PRECEDING SECTION

C (AMVAR+1) MAXPT (AMVAR)

LBTIME(AMVAR+l) BASEL(AMVAR)

MINPT(AMVAR+1) AREA(AMVAR)

IT (AMVAR+l)

AMVAR is the subscript for the INTERM sections. It is incre-

mented once every time LUP changes. When a new peak section

has been detected, C, LBTIME, MINPT, and IT are set. C is

the number of the data point where that peak section began;

LBTIME is the time in minutes where that peak section began,

offset from zero at the beginning of the run. MINPT is the
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DCLADAASt-
2 COMMENTS CHAR(80)
2 INTERM,

33 EvETNT100)
6 IT CHAR(1) INIT((100) ' 9,
6 CHANNL BIN FIXED (15) INIT((100) 1)

-- _ _ _ ~BIN FIXED f31 15)I L 1O ~ O6 LBTIME BIN FIXED030,10) INIT A (100) 0)1
6 BASEL BIN F[XEO(15,7) INIT((100) O
6 AREA BIN FIXED(30) INIT((100) Oh
6 MINPT BIN FIXED(151 INIT((100) 0)
6 MAXPT BIN FIXED(15) INIT(IOOI 01

2 SOLUTION,
4 FINAL RES(30)

6 XXHIGH BIN FIXED(15INITU30) 0)
6 SUBS BIN FIXED(15) INIT((30) 0)
6 PEAK CHAR(4) INITr'30) ' ')
6 AMINO CHAR(3) INIT((30) 'AAA'),
6 AREAT BIN FIXED(30) INIT((30) 0),
6 RESIDUES BIN FIXED(30,ll) INIT((30) 0)t
6 COUNT BIN FIXED(15) INIT((30) 0),

PERCENT BIN FIXED(15,1) INIT((30) 0
'6 NMOLES BIN FIXED(31 101 INIT((30) 01
6 TIMEF BIN FIXED(30,10) INIT((30) OL

Fig. 5-Definition of ADATAST.
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absorbance value at the beginning of the section, and IT

indicates the type of section. IT can be any of the follow-

ing:

IT VALUE MEANING

"B" baseline

"U" beginning of a peak
(slopes up)

'D" peak ending
(slopes down)

At the time when a new peak section is detected, certain

variables are set for the preceding peak. These are MAXPT,

BASEL, and AREA. MAXPT is the absorbance value of the end

of that peak section. BASEL establishes the level of the

baseline preceding this peak section, Hence BASEL is set

only when a beginning of a peak is detected, and the pre-

ceding event is then established to have been a baseline.

AREA is simply the sum of the absorbance values or data

points for the preceding peak section.

In this manner, all of the needed data on the peak sec-

tions are acquired during the process of reading the tape,

The only element of INTERM not set during a LUP transition

is CHANNL. This variable is always equal to the value of

MNCHAN, and is set to MNCHAN on each TAPEREAD iteration.

Later, during the same iteration, the value is changed to

NCHAN during the portion of a run in which a different chan-

nel is being monitored. Since there is a drastic change in
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the absolute value of the absorbance values between data

recorded on one channel and data recorded on another, LUP

changes must be suppressed during the actual transition from

the reading of one channel to the reading of another. After

the new channel has been monitored for twenty points or so,

a new baseline level has been established and the peak de-

tection logic is reactivated. During that part of the tape

reading, until analysis reverts to the original channel, the

variable CHANNL of ITERM will reflect the value of NCHAN,

whenever a LUP change occurs during the reading of the other

channel's data.

Iteration of TAPEREAD continues, with the, preliminary

peak logic sectioning the peaks out, until the end of the

run is reached. The end of the run may be signaled in any

of three ways: (1) the user input end time value is reached;

(2) the series of continuous "l"s written onto the digital

tape at the end of the run is encountered; (3) the IBM

compatible end of file mark is encountered. Program logic

transfers to ENDF on any of these conditions, and then re-

turns fo the main program.

Subroutine VAL

On entry to VAL, INTERM has been filled with the results

of the data analysis during the reading of the tape. In VAL

(Figure 6), the contents of INTERM are examined, and calcu-

lations made for many of the variables of the FINALRES
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section of ADATAST. The general flow chart for VAL, Figure

7, does not go into the details of how comparisons and cal-

culations between IT, C, AREA, MINPT, and BASEL result in

values for AREAT, PEAK, AMINO, RESIDUES, XXHIGH, TIMEF, and

SUBS of FINALRES. Howeve, on exit from VAL, these variables

have been calculated.

When VAL is called, AMVAR is set to the last or highest

subscript used for INTERM data addressing. Also, the char-

acter data in IT is of the nature "BUDBUDBUDB. . .". This

character data indicates where in the INTERM structure, a

peak begins. A peak is designated by a portion of IT arranged

"BUDB". Thus it is possible to write a subroutine which

searches for these portions of the INTERM data structure.

Other subroutines were written to distinguish between the

various types of peaks which the chromatography may produce.

During iteration of VAL, the variable I points to the current

subscript of INTERM and the variable X points to the current

subscript of FINALRES. As I is incremented, it always points

to the second element of a portion of IT being examined. This

section of IT is placed in the string ITALL, and iteration

continues until ITALL="BUDB". When this criteria is met, a

peak exists if the four peak sections are from the same chan-

nel. A double peak exists if the next three sections have

IT values equal to "U", "D", and "B" respectively; and the

width of the mutual baseline section is less than one-half

of the width of the peak with the smaller area. If these
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criteria are met, the section of code labeled DOUBLE is

entered; otherwise the SINGLE section is entered,

If the DOUBLE section is entered, either of the two

integration methods may be used. The first method is used

if the mutual maxima of the two peaks is greater than 2,4

times the mutual minima as given by BASEL(I+2). In this

case, integration is done by the method of dropping a per-

pendicular. More precisely, the perpendicular is dropped

through the center of the BASEL(I+2) region. This region

is then split in half, its area being divided between the

peaks on either side. The baseline is triangulated below

both peaks together, not for each peak individually. After

subtracting the baseline area, the corrected peak areas are

put into AREAT(X) and AREAT(X+l). The true mutual baseline

is assumed to be the line going from the beginning of the

first peak, height given by BASEL(I-1), to the end of the

second peak, height given by MINPT(I+5). Such a line is

usually somewhat lower at the mutual minima than BASEL(I+2)

would indicate.

The second type of double peak integration is used if

the test comparing the height of the mutual maxima with the

height of the mutual minima fails. The larger peak is ab-

scribed double the area of its side away from the smaller

peak, and the smaller peak is given the remainder of the

combined area of the two peaks. These areas are then cor-

rected for the baseline, in a manner similar to that used

for integrating double peaks by dropping a perpendicular.
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VAL

Do I=2 Y ITALL 
ITALL = FOURAR-2TO IT(I) IT(I+)j ---------- CONSECUTIVEAMVAR2T(1+2) 
PEAK SECTIONS

RETURN N IF ITALL "BUDB""BUDB" ----- B

THENPEAK

SINGLE:

ES EPOPOEKIF 
SO, MUST BESAGE ETIKNSIFSINGLE 

PEAK
HALL--S-EI>ANS---------------------JCAUSE 

ONLY ONE
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IN7
ALL SECTIONS
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E AAND-...... - PEAK MUST BE
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DOUBLE:
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Y
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CALL FINDPIKI I + 3
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Fig. 6--Flow chart of VAL subroutine.
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If the SINGLE section of code is entered, AREAT(X) is

simply set to the area of the peak as given in INTERM by

AREA(I) + AREA(I+l) after this quantity is adjusted by sub-

tracting a triangulated baseline. Regardless of which inte-

gration method is used, for each peak discovered, VAL must

call to FINDPK. The parameters passed by global declaration

X and I (what is COMMON in Fortran), provide information

about when the peak began "-LBTIME(I+1). FINDPK iterates,

searching a list until it finds an elution time in that list

which is close enough to allow that peak to be named.

FINDPK uses as a reference the arrays in the data structure

AATABLE. This is arranged as follows:

DCL 1 AATABLE,
2 ONE OF(30)

4 ALIAS CHAR(3) INIT((30) 'AAA'),
4 EL FIXED BIN (31,10) INIT((30) -1),
4 MWT FIXED BIN(31,l0),
4 COLOR FIXED BIN(30,l0),
4 KOLOR FIXED BIN(31,10) INIT((30) 0),
4 SPV FIXED BIN(31,10),

2 C(100) BIN FIXED(30) INIT((100) 0);

ALIAS provides the list of names of the amino acids for the

type of run currently being used, while EL provides the list

of their elution times, and MWT their molecular weights.

SPV is the specific densities. COLOR and KOLOR are used in

the subroutine ANALYSIS, and will not be mentioned in this

section. One of the first actions by this program package,

when it begins execution, is to present the data structure

AA TABLE to correspond with the particular type of run being

processed.
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With a control run, some peaks will not be matched with

any of the elution times in the EL list during processing by

the FINDPK subroutine. In such cases, AMINO(X) is assigned

the value of "???" instead of an amino acid name. Such

peaks may be the result of a noisy chromatography , poor

choice of data for the EL array, or a poor choice of the

DIDGE variable. FUDGE is the variable through which the

bounds of error allowed for the process of matching up the

peak start time with the EL list. For example, if FUDGE=l

and an entry in the match list was 104.5, any peak beginning

between 103.5 and 105.5 would be assigned the attributes of

that amino acid.

With an experimental run, peaks which cannot be identi-

fied after the search for a close elution time are desig-

nated AMINO(X)="UNK", as an indication that they are most

likely an experimental unknown.

Subroutine ANALYS IS

In this subroutine, the final calculations of the

ratios of peak areas is done. As shown in Figure 7, when

an experimental run is processed, every experimental peak

found is compared to a control peak in some previous run.

Some experimental peaks, those which are unknowns, will not

have a corresponding control peak. In such cases, the com-

parison is not done. With an experimental run, the array

N-MOLES contains the results of these comparisons. A further

calculation is done to find the per cent of each of the amino
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acids in the mixture, if the user input parameters

PROTMOLWT and ORIG_NG were both not zero.

If the run was a control run, the array COLOR is cal-

culated by dividing the area of each amino acid by 128 times

the number of nanomoles of that amino acid.

Information about this subroutine is contained in

Figure 7.

Error Detection Facilities

With respect to the input data, errors may occur in the

input tape, the user parameter cards, or the deck of control

run data supplied for experimental run processing. The pro-

gram will cease execution if it does not find a valid frame

after 200 attempts, anytime during the processing of a tape

file. The first twelve times an invalid frame is detected,

a message is printed indicating the block, and the synchron-

ization and identification bytes which were considered invalid.

Additionally, the program will detect if no tape was actually

supplied to the computer, and provide an error message for

this.

Since all of the control and data cards use the PLl GET

DATA statement, error detection here is for the most part

left to the IBM system. However, there are some cases where

it was felt necessary to check for the bounds of certain

variables.
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START
ANALYSIS

O RCOLOR(YY)
COTOLRNDO YY -
CONTOL UN TO 30 AREAT (YY)

28N.MOLE(YY)

N N

N

EXPERIMENTAL DO YY

RUN?07 TO 30

N

N.MOLES (YY)

AREATfYY)
KOLOR (YY)

RETURN

ROT-MOL .-WT N
--"0& ORIG-NG

4. o

Y

PERCENT (YY)

N. MOLES (YY)MO#
SUM(NMOLES)

Fig. 7-- Flowchart of analysis.
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For purposes of program debugging, one of the program

parameters, TESTPRG, supplies various levels of dumps.

According to the value of this variable, dumps will be sup-

plied from the intermediate levels of oanalysis, from the

data point smoothing routine, and from the program section

which built a linear time progression (DIVT) from the two

bytes of time data on each frame of the input data. The

final analysis which finds double peaks, and which ascribes

the appropriate integration methods for the several types,

provides a full printout at all times. This printout is in

readable English like sentences, lists the reasons for the

use of a certain type of integration method, and the resulting

calculations.

In practice, the users did not have a great deal of

difficulty in starting with little knowledge on the use of

computing facilities, and learning to use this program pack-

age without errors on the input cards.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the problem was to study the analysis of

chromatograph waveforms, and to implement algorithms capable

of their analysis in PLl. The algorithms were to be tested

with different sorts of chromatograph runs in order to

verify their correctness. The problem of analyzing the wave-

forms turned out to have initially appeared deceptively sim-

ple. The programs, as written, represent current thought on

the methods of interpreting the chromatograph, They are an

improvement over the microcomputer integrators commercially

available with respect to the accuracy of the analysis. How-

ever, concurrent with this advantage, the program has its

disadvantages. To use it, one must carry the data tape over

to the IBM 360 computer, and submit the tape along with the

appropriate parameter and control cards. This involves some

knowledge of keypunching and job control language, neither

of which is required to use a dedicated integrator.

There is an alternative to the method used to provide

a smoothed set of data points as implemented in this program

which must be considered. The program does a logrhythmic

transform before data point smoothing is done--thus errors

have a logrhythmic weight attached to them before they enter

the smoothing process. Possibly an improved method would be

47
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to smooth the data points before doing the logrhythmic trans-

form. This was not done in the program in this manner due to

the desire to have a minimal number of operations, store only

a limited number of intermediate values, and to conserve com-

puter time, However, in retrospect it is unlikely that a

change to this alternative method would appreciably 
increase

processing time.

The development of this integrating program and the

data acquisition program were done over an extended period

of time. Were the project to be started over, the goal

would differ and the means to that goal would also differ.

Today the proper approach would be to attempt to write pro-

grams for a dedicated microprocessor, of improved capabilities

and greater flexibility, than those used in the commercially

available integrators. Although using the IBM computer for

chromatographic analysis may have been cheaper and more ac-

curate than hand analysis, the use of a dedicated micro-

processor is an order or two of magnitude less expensive.

Several modifications have been noted in the text

which have been made or which could have been made to the

current program package. This program, in its current re-

vision, provides a sophisticated and easy to use solution

to the problem of chromatographic data analysis.
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HOW TO RUN BIODAT

Here is the specification of the card sequence required to run

the amino acid chromatograph integration program, The cards are
of three types:

A. Cards which the computer operator must read to know what
tape to mount or actions to take, and cards by which the
dispatch assistants identify the owner of a program run.

B. Cards which the IBM computer needs to understand what to
do. These always begin with "//" in the first two columns.

C. Cards which the PU program requires in order to accurately
integrate the peaks according to user instructions.

The bulk of the job control language cards (Type B) and the source
PLU deck were residing on disk USRLIB as of December 14, 1976.
BIODAT thus is the name of the program and job control language
cards associated with it.

CARDS OF TYPE "A"

1. Special Handling Card, white in color, available from dispatch
desk. Fill in job name, project number, your name, estimated
time and lines, and punch (yes) if control run. Place on top
of your deck.

2. "OS" Cards are stacked alternate pink and manila on the dis-
patch desk. Take one set, place the pink card on the back of
your deck, and keep the manila card. These will be used by
the dispatch assistants to identify your program upon your
return.

CARDS OF TYPE "B"

1. The job appears as follows:

//jobname Job (proj-num,time,lines),name,class {BC}

1/ Must appear in columns 1-2

jobname Must begin in column 3, be formed from one to
eight alphabetic or numeric characters. The
first character must be alphabetic. Now two
jobs can run at the same time with the same
name.

space Must follow job name

job Then appears

Must follow jobspace (s)



Left parenthesis must appear

proj -num

time

lines

)

name,

class={B,C},

Appears as XXXX-YYYY and is the user'.s
computing center project number. As of
December 14, 1976, the number was
2032-1112. However, these are changed
each semester.

Refers to number of minutes maximum running
time for the computer. For object module
runs (those with no PLI source), 2 minutes
has been adequate. For runs with source, 5
minutes are required,

Refers to number of 1000 lines maximum.
For object module runs, 1 or 2 is sufficient.
For runs with source, 3-5 is needed.

Right parenthesis must appear

Single comma must appear

Must appear - maximum 20 characters

Where either B or C is used, preferably B.

IGSLEVEL=(1,0)

(
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2. / EXEC BIODAT card

where // begins in column 1-2, and at least one blank
exists before EXEC' and between EXEC and BIODAT

CARDS OF TYPE "C"

The data cards immediately succeed the // EXEC BIODAT card.
There is no specification as to exact number of data cards, only
that all variables must be used. The exact sequence of the
variables is not important. There is first a variable list, then
a comments card. The variables must be separated by commas and
end with a semicolon, e.g., A=l,B=2,D=3,E=4,F=5;

When a variable consists of a number, there is not requirement
for a decimal point.

Errors in the formatting of data entry or in the values
ascribed to variables will not be detected by program logic and
will result in either a run with poor results, or cause the job to
be cancelled immediately after reading the data cards.

As the current setup produces no source listing with each run,
the user is expected to be careful in checking the data cards;
errors with the keypunch do occur.

A short description of each user entry variable follows.
These are intended to be sufficient to allow the user with little
previous experience with computing to successfully use the program.

NAME = 'SIXCHR',

The final tables are labeled according to whatever NAME
is given here. Six characters only.

TYPE = 'SIXCHR'

This designates the type of run and can be one of the
following:

CONTCH = control or standard run of complete hydrolysate

CONTSC = control or standard run short column

EXPRCH = experimental run, complete hydrolysate

EXPRSC = experimental run, short column
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TAPES = 'CHEM4X1', where X = number of the tape. X can only be

0-9. The 1 indicates "read the first file on the tape".

Several parameters follow in the following fashion: X=NUM, X=NUM,

..... X=NUM; format (note, this means variable followed by equal

sign, followed by comma and at end a semicolon).

All variables are required.

NM CONT (the is made by punching nanomoles of control

the W shift key)

PROT MOL WT Protein or Peptide Molecular
Weight (if not known, enter
100,000)

ORIG NG Original nanograms of sample
applied to the column

SDIL Sample dilution factor; if
none; put 0

INST Put INST = 0 (internal stan-
dard dilution)

INST_4G Milligrams of internal
standard applied to column

TRIM1 Give beginning (TRIM= ) and ending (TRIM2= ) of an
area; if it is desired to eliminate it from the analysis
due to extreme noise or peaks.

TRIH2 Both are in minutes. For example, TRIM=2.5; TRIM2=5.3;
Eliminates the data from minute 2.5 to 5.3. Set both

to zero if you do not want to use these parameters.

MNCHAN=1,NCHAN=3,NCHANl=0,NCHAN2=0, (later thsi will be changed in

order to use the 440 channel for proline)

PKVAR is common to both SFACT and DDVAR, It gives the number of data

points to check. SFACT pertains to the beginning of a peak; it

gives the difference which over PKVAR points lead to peak detection.

Similarly, a difference of DDVAR over PKVAR units leads to detection

of a peak ending.

PKVAR useful range 4 to 12.

SFACT, DDVAR useful range 0.2 to 0.6

For low senstivity runs at present time, use PKVAR=4, SFACT=0.4, DDVAR=

0.4.
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STARTPT gives the minutes at which to begin analysis (e.g., STARTPT=2

ENDPT=time to end analysis, eg. , ENDPT=235).

GRVAR=N means the "nth" data point will be graphed (i.e., GRVAR=10,
means graph every 10th point).. If GRVAR = 0, no graph of the analysis
will be presented.

G=1 or 0, if G1=0, no intermediate results will be printed. G2=

1 or 0; if G2=0, final table not printed.

Semicolon at end of G2=numrber;
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Last card is a comment card, can say anything. It will appear as ***

comments above the final tables.

SPECIAL CARDS FOR EXPERIMENTAL, RUN

When running an experimental run, the following cards are required.
Their format is identical to the punched output of a control run.

Experimental Control Card:

XX=20; XX gives the number of cards following. Each
card following holds three numbers, the first being
a color constant (CC) and the second being a time
of elution in minutes, and the third being the name of
the amino acid. The color constant may be arrived at
by taking a hand-calculated CC value, assuming
0 < CC < 2.

Thus, those runs requiring analysis of an unknown require input of
an additional 20 or so cards. The entire set of data cards, including
the variable list, the comment cards, and the control information
is Called a "data set"

PREPARATION OF A DECK

There are two basic decks which one can submit, One type is for
control runs, the other for experimental. Several tapes can be run
at .once, using only one job card. Just place.however many card sets
you have behind the job card. The object module will be executed
separately in each case. Note that a control tape cannot be run with
an experimental tape. The computer will, as in the case of a control
run, order a card punch. However, the operator will not pick up the
punched cards and read them in for the following experimental run.
Instead, the user must return, pick up the control run, and check
for accuracy. He then discards any of the color constant cards which
do not refer to areas of interest on the chromatograph, and revises
the XX variable accordingly.

Note that the punched card deck is not readable. It can be made
readable by submitting a "keypunch interpret" request at the dispatch
desk, or by duplicating the deck with a keypunch. Duplication is
generally faster and more convenient; however, it is best to check for
keypunch error by holding all identically duplicated cards together
and checking the punch pattern. The assembled deck ready for sub-
mittal would look as follows:

//JOB...
//EXEC BIODAT
Data set
//EXEC BIODAT
Data set

OS card
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